Based on the first-principles evolutionary materials design, we report a stable boron Kagome lattice composed of triangles in triangles on a two-dimensional sheet. The Kagome lattice can be synthesized on a silver substrate, with selecting Mg atoms as guest atoms. While the isolated Kagome lattice is slightly twisted without strain, it turns into an ideal triangular Kagome lattice under tensile strain. In the triangular Kagome lattice, we find the exotic electronic properties, such as topologically non-trivial flat band near the Fermi energy and half-metallic ferromagnetism, and predict the quantum anomalous Hall effect in the presence of spin-orbit coupling.
, TiB 2 24 , FeB 6 25 , FeB 2 26 , and MnB 6 27 , triangular or honeycomb B networks can be stabilized by the electron transfer from metal ions to B networks and the interaction between metal and B layers. Similarly, a bilayer form of MgB 6 sandwiching the Mg layer between two B 3 Kagome layers was found to be stable 22 . Despite a number of theoretical attempts to predict 2D boron allotropes, only a few 2D boron sheets have been synthesized on metal substrates, such as a quasi-2D layer of γ-B 28 28 , a 2D triangular sheet (generally referred to as borophene) 29 , and borophene with stripe-patterned vacancies 30 . Given the structural diversity of metal-B systems, a proper choice of substrate and metal elements as guest atoms can open the way to realizing stable 2D boron Kagome sheets that have not been discovered yet.
In this work, we perform an evolutionary crystal structure search for 2D boron phases with the Mg atoms as guest atoms on a silver substrate. We find a new 2D boron sheet consisting of triangular B networks and the Mg atoms embedded in large hexagonal voids. The boron sheet separated from the substrate forms a twisted Kagome lattice and turns into an ideal triangular Kagome lattice under tensile strain, accompanied with a metal-to-half-metal transition. The ferromagnetism of the triangular Kagome lattice is characterized by a nearly flat band at the Fermi level, which is topologically non-trivial and thus induces the quantum anomalous Hall effect in the presence of spin-orbit coupling. code 31 . Distinct configurations were generated under the constraint of layer group symmetry, with the number of configurations setting to 20 in the population size of global optimization. For each configuration, the energy minimization was performed by using the generalized gradient approximation of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) 32 for the exchange-correlation potential and the projector augmented wave pseudopotentials 33 , as implemented in the VASP code 34 . The details of calculations are given in Method.
We considered monolayer and bilayer coverages of the B atoms with the Mg atoms as guest atoms for two lateral supercells on the Ag(111) surface, rhombic 2 × 2 and rectangular × 2 2 3 (Fig. 1a ). If a 2D triangular sheet, which has been synthesized on a Ag substrate 29 , is taken as the most stable structure for the monolayer coverage, the B atoms can be deposited up to 12 in the 2 × 2 supercell ( Fig. 2a ). Since the Mg atoms prefer to occupy the hollow sites on the Ag(111) surface, they can be deposited up to 4 for the monolayer coverage, and three B atoms per Mg atom are depleted. In the bilayer coverage, the Mg atoms pop into the empty space between the two B layers, keeping the same maximum coverage of 4, and each Mg atom depletes six B atoms. Considering such combinations of Mg and B, 2D Mg-B phases can be represented as Mg m B n with 0 ≤ m ≤ 4 and 0 ≤ n ≤ 12-3 m (0 ≤ n ≤ 24-6 m) for the B monolayer (bilayer) coverage in the 2 × 2 supercell.
We searched for the lowest-energy configurations for Mg m B n systems and compared their formation energies defined as, phases. Among Mg m B n systems, we find that Mg 1 B 9 lies on the convex hull for the monolayer coverage ( Fig. 1c ). The stability of Mg 1 B 9 was confirmed through the tests for both the 2 × 2 and × 2 2 3 supercells. The Mg 1 B 9 allotrope consists of nine B atoms in slightly buckled triangular networks and one Mg atom occupying a large hole in the unit cell ( Fig. 1d ). As the boron coverage increases, we obtained a bilayer form of Mg 1 B 18 on the convex hull, in which the Mg atoms are sandwiched between the two B layers, lying in between the empty holes. In the Mg 1 B 18 allotrope, each B layer has the same triangular network as that of Mg 1 B 9 , however, its buckling is enhanced due to interlayer interactions ( Fig. 2d ).
Atomic structure and stability. A 2D boron Kagome lattice can be obtained from Mg 1 B 9 by exfoliating
the Mg-B sheet from the substrate and removing the guest atoms. The isolation of a 2D boron sheet can be made by using various exfoliation techniques 35, 36 . In a free-standing Mg 1 B 9 sheet, the Mg ions bind weakly to the boron networks with a smaller binding energy of about 0.7 eV/Mg ( Supplementary Table S1 ), compared with other magnesium borides which were suggested as the potential cathode materials for Mg-ion batteries 37 . This result indicates that the Mg ions in the Mg 1 B 9 sheet can be dissolved in conventional electrolytes used for Mg batteries 38, 39 . In the optimized Mg-free B 9 sheet, called a twisted Kagome lattice (denoted as B 9 -tKL), three B atoms are depleted per empty hole, and each void is surrounded by six large triangles ( Fig. 3a ). As biaxial tensile strain (ε) is applied, the voids are enlarged, and the bonds connecting large triangular units are subsequently broken, resulting in an ideal triangular Kagome lattice (denoted as B 9 -KL) 40, 41 , as shown in Fig. 3b . We find that the B 9 -tKL and B 9 -KL sheets are perfectly flat, while the remaining Mg ions cause buckling or twisting of the B networks due to the charge transfer. Both B 9 -tKL and B 9 -KL belong to the general Kagome system with the subnet 2, in which each triangle of the Kagome arrangement contains a stack of four triangles 42 . The lattice parameters, plane groups, and Wyckoff positions of B 9 -tKL and B 9 -KL are given in Table 1 .
To estimate the critical strain (ε c ) for the transition from B 9 -tKL to B 9 -KL, we calculated the 2D biaxial stress (σ 2D ) as a function of strain. In the stress-strain curve, we find two stress drops at ε = 9.5% and 13% (Fig. 3d ). The prominent drop at ε = 9.5% is accompanied with bond-breaking relaxations between the large triangular units, whereas the weak drop at ε = 13% is related to a transition to the ferromagnetic state (which will be discussed shortly). When the bonds between the edge B atoms of large triangles are broken, the coordination number of the edge B atoms is reduced from 5 to 4. Then, a charge transfer of 2.5 electrons occurs from six edge atoms to three corner atoms within the unit cell ( Table 1) . As strain increases above 9.5%, the angle between the large triangular units (θ) increases rapidly and reaches 120° at the critical strain of 16.5%, where B 9 -KL is formed (Fig. 3d ). For strain above 16.5%, B 9 -KL experiences only elastic deformation and maintains the angle of θ = 120°. For strain up to 24%, overall the calculated stress is below 16N/m, lying in the stress range accessible by using an atomic force microscope, as demonstrated for various 2D materials, such as graphene and transition-metal dichalcogenides 43, 44 .
The stability of B 9 -tKL and B 9 -KL was verified by calculating the full phonon spectra and performing first-principles molecular dynamics simulations at high temperatures ( Fig. 4 and Supplementary Figure S1 ). Among 2D boron sheets composed of triangular and hexagonal motifs, a B 3 Kagome lattice (denoted as B 3 -KL) also has a network of corner-sharing triangles, similar to B 9 -tKL and B 9 -KL. In B 3 -KL, however, each triangle of the Kagome arrangement is made of three B atoms, and a single B atom is depleted in each hexagonal hole (Fig. 3c ). It is known that B 3 -KL is dynamically unstable due to one-electron deficiency to fully occupy the bonding states. On the Ag substrate, we find a Mg 3 B 9 structure consisting of the B 3 Kagome lattice and the Mg atoms located underneath the hexagonal holes ( Fig. 2e ), similar to MgB 6 22 . However, this allotrope is energetically less stable by 1.64 eV per 2 × 2 cell than the combined structure of Mg 1 B 9 with two additional Mg atoms sandwiched between the Mg 1 B 9 layer and substrate (Fig. 2f) . Table 1 . The calculated lattice constants (a), plane groups, Wyckoff positions, and Bader charges (q) are compared for B 9 -tKL (zero strain) and B 9 -KL (18% strain).
The valence band of B 3 -KL consists of five bonding states: two three-center σ-bonding states, two σ-bonding states captured in hexagonal holes, and one delocalized π-bonding state. In B 9 -KL, six edge atoms in two adjacent large triangular motifs form one six-center σ-bonding state, replacing for two three-center σ-bonding states of B 3 -KL. While the number of the σ-bonding states is reduced by one, two π-bonding states are fully occupied, in contrast to B 3 -KL, and the π-non-bonding state is half-filled due to an exchange splitting (Supplementary Figure S2) . Meanwhile, one σ-bonding state is further reduced due to the multi-center bonds between the edge atoms of large triangles in B 9 -tKL. Although one σ-antibonding state is half-filled, two π-bonding and one π-non-bonding states are fully filled. Therefore, it is inferred that the occupation of the delocalized π-orbital states plays a crucial role in stabilizing the flat forms of both B 9 -tKL and B 9 -KL, similar to the cases of B α-sheet 45 and B clusters 46 . Electronic structure. We find that B 9 -KL exhibits a half-metallic band structure, whereas B 9 -tKL is metallic but nonmagnetic (Fig. 5a ). In B 9 -tKL, a less dispersive band appears at about −1.0 eV below the Fermi level, and three Dirac-like bands are formed at the K point: one characterized by the p x and p y orbitals in the valence band and two by the p z orbital in both the valence and conduction bands. While strain changes the positions of three Dirac-like bands, a noticeable effect is that the less dispersive band moves upward and becomes flattened. Thus, the density of states at the Fermi level singificantly increases, causing the Stoner instability 47 . For strain above 13%, the exchange splitting occurs for the flat band, resulting in a half-filled band structure and thereby a ferromagnetic transition, similar to the flat-band ferromagnetism 13, 14 . With the hybrid functional of Heyd, Scuseria, and Ernzerhof (HSE06) for the exchange-correlation potential 48 , for B 9 -KL, we find that the band width of the flat band is 175 meV and the band gap of spin-down electrons is 1.42 eV (Fig. 5b) .
To understand the origin of the flat band in B 9 -KL, we analyzed the wave function associated with the flat band, which is mainly derived from the localized p z orbitals at the corner B atoms of triangles (Fig. 5c ). By using maximally localized Wannier functions (MLWFs) 49 , we derived an effective tight-binding Hamiltonian, with the hopping parameters, t 1 = −2.31 eV, t 2 = −2.10 eV, t 3 = −0.08 eV, t 4 = 0.29 eV, t 5 = 0.52 eV, and t 6 = 0.39 eV ( Fig. 3b and Supplementary Method) . Nine MLWFs are sufficient enough to represent the bonding characteristics between the p z orbitals and well reproduces the HSE06 band structure near the Fermi level, as illustrated in Fig. 6a . If only the nearest-neighbor hopping terms are considered, a completely flat band is formed at the Fermi level because of the destructive interference of the hopping terms to adjacent hexagonal holes (Supplementary Figure S3 ).
In the effective tight-binding Hamiltonian, we introduced the spin-orbit coupling (SOC), with the parameters λ SO,3 = 0.004 eV and λ SO,4 = 0.015 eV, which correspond to 5% of the second nearest-neighbor hopping terms, t 3 and t 4 , respectively. Although the SOC is small for B systems, it could be enhanced by various methods, such as hydrogenation 50 , introduction of transition metal adatoms 51 , and substrate proximity effects 52 , which have been used for graphene. With including the SOC, we find that the band gap of 57 meV opens at the Γ point and the flat band has the non-trivial Chern number of C = 1 (Fig. 6a ). This result implies that the quantum anomalous Hall effect could be realized in B 9 -KL, provided that the SOC opens the band gap. In fact, the quantization of Hall conductance is found in B 9 -KL with the SOC (Fig. 6a and b) , which is the hallmark of the quantum anomalous Hall effect. In addition, the appearance of chiral edge states inside the bulk band gap is confirmed in a one-dimensional ribbon of B 9 -KL ( Fig. 6c ). Similaly, Guterding and coworkers predicted the quantum anomalous Hall and quantum spin Hall effects in doped herbertsmithite 18 . They achieved the non-trivial band topology by the precise control of doping so that the Fermi level lies at the band touching points, while doping is not required in B 9 -KL. 
Conclusion
In conclusion, we have predicted the ideal planar shape of a triangular B 9 Kagome lattice, which contains triangles in triangles. Based on the ab initio evolutionary crystal structure search, we propose that the B 9 Kagome lattice can be synthesized on the Ag(111) surface, with selecting the Mg atoms as guest atoms. The triangular B 9 Kagome lattice offers the exotic electronic characteristics, such as flat band at the Fermi level and half-metallic ferromagnetism, providing opportunities for spintronics applications. Because of the non-trivial band topology of the flat band, the quantum anomalous Hall effect can be realized in the presence of spin-orbit coupling.
Method
Density functional calculations. We employed the generalized gradient approximation of Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof (PBE) 32 for the exchange-correlation potential and the projector augmented wave pseudopotentials 33 , as implemented in the VASP code 34 . In addition, van der Waals forces were taken into account to describe more accurately interlayer interactions 53 . In a slab geometry, a vacuum region larger than 15 Å was inserted, with a dipole correction 54 , ensuring prohibiting interactions between adjacent supercells, and only the topmost layer of the silver substrate was relaxed. The wave functions were expanded in plane waves up to an energy cutoff of 300 eV and the Monkhorst-Pack mesh 55 with a grid spacing of 2π × 0.03 Å −1 was used for Brillouin zone integration. The atomic coordinates were optimized until the residual forces were less than 0.02 eV/Å. For the free-standing B 9 -tKL, the in-plane lattice vectors were relaxed until stress was below 0.5 kbar. At the final stage of optimization, we used a higher energy cutoff of 400 eV.
